where:
-unknown coefficients, which are determined according to the results of approximation. The approximation of curves using the method of least squares should be conducted. In our case we get the following values of the unknown coefficients:
For the presented case of the approximation accuracy of functions
, is respectively 3.81% and 1.09%.
The parameters  and P have different physical nature and metrics, therefore, to bring them into one system normalized derivatives should be utilized:
To determine the boundaries of the vectors' optimal number which have to be deleted to ensure the best correlation of the accuracy and reliability of the network the formulae for the second of normalized derivatives are shown below:
A graph showing the change of values of the second normalized derivatives of functions figure 4 . Analyzing the presented graph it can be concluded that the maximum of the function (9) (18 remote vectors) is the margin after which the decrease of the parameter adjust.
 is getting slower, so the vectors that are displayed before the margin must be remote, because those are the measurements with the maximum errors that affect the accuracy. The maximum of the function (10) (37 remote vectors) is the margin after which the value of network reliability . adjust P starts to decrease sharply, so removing the measurements after this limit is not desirable. Therefore, 
Conclusions
The method of posteriori optimization of measurement results of active geodesic monitoring networks taking into account the parameters of accuracy and reliability is developed.
The boundaries of the optimal number of dimensions that has to be eliminated for maintaining optimal accuracy and reliability of results are set. Using entropic approach the limit of the best combination of accuracy and reliability of results is achieved.
The reliability of the developed method for processing of the results of measurements performed by automated systems of monitoring of the Dnieper, Dniester and Kanev HPP is experimentally verified.
Presented method can be applied for optimization of any active geodetic monitoring networks with a large number of redundant measurement
